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Disclaimer
This presentation (this “Presentation”) has been prepared by Global Blue Group Holding AG (“Global Blue” and, together with its direct and indirect subsidiaries, the “Group” or “we”). This Presentation is for information purposes only. None of
Global Blue and its affiliates, directors, officers, employees, partners, members, controlling persons, agents or advisers (collectively, their respective “Representatives”) (i) makes any express or implied representation or warranty as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein or (ii) shall have any liability to the recipient or its Representatives relating to or arising from the information contained herein or any omissions from such information.
Forward Looking Statements. This Presentation contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Section 27A of the Securities Act and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as amended. These statements include, but are not limited to, statements related to Global Blue’s current beliefs and expectations regarding the performance of its industry, Global Blue’s and ZigZag’s strategic direction, prospects and
future results, and the impact of the ZigZag acquisition on Global Blue’s growth profile, prospects and future results. The words “anticipate”, “believe”, “continue”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intends”, “may”, “might”, “objectives”,
“outlook”, “plan”, “possible”, “potential”, “predict”, “probably”, “project”, “seek”, “should”, “target”, “will”, “would” and similar expressions identify forward-looking statements, but the absence of these words does not mean that a
statement is not forward-looking. These forward looking statements are based Global Blue’s current expectations and beliefs concerning future developments and their potential effects on Global Blue. There can be no assurance that the future
developments affecting Global Blue will be those that we have anticipated. These forward-looking statements involve a number of risks, uncertainties (some of which are beyond Global Blue’s control) or other assumptions that may cause actual
results or performance to be materially different from those expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. Among the key factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking
statements are the following: our ability to close the acquisition of Zigzag; the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on international travel and similar health-related travel disruptions; dependence on international travel; dependence on overall
level of consumer spending; currency exchange rate risk, including commercial risk if certain currency zones become less attractive for inbound international shoppers; dependence on the skills, experience and efforts of senior management and
key personnel, and negative impact of COVID-19 cost saving measures; sensitivity of net working capital to short-term, month-to-month volume growth, and short-term, temporary surge of net working capital; decrease in VAT rates or changes in
VAT or VAT refund policies; changes to regulatory environment, licensing requirements and government agreements; adaptation and enhancement of our existing technology offerings and continued resilience and uptime of underlying technology
platform; loss of merchant accounts to our competitors due to the competitive market; disintermediation of tax free shopping (“TFS”) processes; price harmonization or convergence between destination markets and home markets; taxation in
multiple jurisdictions, which is complex and often requires making subjective determinations subject to scrutiny by, and disagreements with, tax regulators; adverse competition law rulings; integrity, reliability and efficiency of Global Blue’s
internal controls and procedures; dependence of TFS business on airport concessions and agreements with agents; risks associated with operating in emerging markets; and other factors described under “Risk Factors” and elsewhere in our Shell
Company Report on Form 20-F (“20-F”) filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on 3 September 2020. These risks could cause actual results to differ materially from those implied by forward-looking statements in this presentation.
You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements that speak only as of the date hereof. New risks and uncertainties come up from time to time, and it is impossible for Global Blue to predict these events or how
they may affect Global Blue. Global Blue does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements after the date of this this presentation, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as
required by law. In light of these risks and uncertainties, you should keep in mind that any event described in a forward-looking statement made in this this presentation or elsewhere might not occur.
Intellectual Property. All rights to the trademarks, copyrights, logos and other intellectual property listed herein belong to their respective owners and Global Blue’s use thereof does not imply an affiliation with, or endorsement by, the owners of
such trademarks, copyrights, logos and other intellectual property. Solely for convenience, trademarks and trade names referred to in this Presentation may appear with the ® or ™ symbols, but such references are not intended to indicate, in
any way, that such names and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Global Blue.
Industry and Market Data. This Presentation contains statistical data, estimates and forecasts that have been provided by Global Blue and/or are based on independent industry publications or other publicly available information, as well as
other information based on Global Blue’s internal sources. This information involves many assumptions and limitations and you are cautioned not to give undue weight to these estimates. We have not independently verified the accuracy or
completeness of such data, including those contained in these industry publications and other publicly available information. Accordingly, none of Global Blue nor its affiliates and advisors makes any representations as to the accuracy or
completeness of these data. Certain amounts described herein have been expressed in U.S. dollars for convenience and, when expressed in U.S. dollars in the future, such amounts may be different from those set forth herein.
Financial Information. The historic financial information respecting Global Blue contained in this Presentation has been taken from or prepared based on the historical audited financial statements of Global Blue, which have been prepared in
accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) as adopted by the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”), which are not materially different from IFRS as issued by the EU.
Non-IFRS Financial Measures. This Presentation includes certain financial measures not prepared in accordance with IFRS, which constitute “non-IFRS financial measures” as defined by the rules of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
These non-IFRS financial measures include: Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA Margin, Cash Flow Conversion, Adjusted Operating Expenses and Adjusted Unlevered Net Profit.
Global Blue has included these non-IFRS financial measures because it believes they provide an additional tool for investors to use in evaluating the financial performance and prospects of Global Blue. These non-IFRS financial measures should
not be considered in isolation from, or as an alternative to, financial measures determined in accordance with IFRS. In addition, these non-IFRS financial measures may differ from non-IFRS financial measures with comparable names used by
other companies. Note however, that to the extent forward-looking non-IFRS financial measures are provided herein, they are not reconciled to comparable historic IFRS measures due to the inherent difficulty in forecasting and quantifying
certain amounts that are necessary for such reconciliation.
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Executive summary

#1

Global Blue is looking to expand its product set, complementing its core Tax Free Shopping
proposition, to become a strategic omni-channel technology and payment partner for
merchants.

#2

Global Blue has signed an SPA on March 6th 2021 to buy ZigZag Global, a leading e-commerce
return SaaS platform, which will be highly complementary to Global Blue’s current value
proposition.

#3

Global Blue has raised $70 million via a private placement of common stock issued to new
institutional investors to fully fund the ZigZag Global’s acquisition.
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Global Blue’s Market Expansion Strategy

TODAY

A strategic technology and payments partner empowering
merchants to capture the growth of international shoppers

AMBITION

A strategic omni-channel technology & payments partner
empowering merchants to capture growth opportunities

Address merchants’ needs through technology solutions to:





Boost eCommerce conversion rates by adding human touch to digital interactions
Digitalize stores and create personalized experiences
Engage with all customers to improve the value proposition
Collect, integrate and use data to support business decisions
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Global Blue : a Trusted technology partner
Trusted technology partner of international merchants to capture the growth and manage the complexity
of a dynamic consumer and payments landscape

Cross-border payments Digital refund (via card schemes) and dynamic currency selection
Digital
architecture

Online issuing
Cross-border
eCommerce

Multi-currency pricing and processing
Integrated
payments

Integration of TFS with POS and PSP

Mobile payments Alipay and mobile TFS
Digital marketing Drive to store
Macro consumption & payment modality evolution

Omnichannel

Global Blue solutions enabling merchants to capture resulting growth

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

Accelerating innovation
from step-up in R&D spend
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sits at the centre of a large and complex ecosystem
ZigZag Global addresses retailers return challenges and enhances the consumer experience
by fully digitizing the paper-based “label-in-box” return experience

ONLINE SHOPPERS
~12 million

ZigZag Global improves the customer return experience
by simplifying the process and increasing the shift to
online portals.

WAREHOUSES

~220 global partner warehouses
ZigZag Global drives incremental volumes to warehouses.
Through its re-routing optimization, ZigZag Global leverages
warehouses to aggregate shipping or support local market resale of returned goods

CARRIERS

MERCHANTS

~100 merchant relationships

~450 global partner carrier services

Provides technology and services
allowing cost reduction and revenue
optimization

ZigZag Global drives incremental
volume to carriers

with over 380K drop off points

40/50% of ecommerce order
are returned by consumer
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business model summary
 B2B software allowing merchants to digitalize the return process and to be connected with in-house or
ZigZag Global warehouses and courier providers:

A STRONG
VALUE
PROPOSITION

•

Improves the consumer experience by replacing the paper-based “label in a box” (Online portal
allows greater optionality on return method and time and provides exchange alternatives e.g.
based on sizes/colours)

•

Optimizes merchants’ profitability by reducing costs (optimized traffic routes / aggregated
shipping, local market re-sale, reduction of inbound consumer queries), by allowing exchange
versus return (no loss of revenue) and access to insights to optimize e-commerce process

SOFTWARE &
TRANSACTIONAL
BUSINESS MODEL

2 POWERFUL
SALES CHANNELS

 Monthly SaaS subscription, plus
 Transaction fee per return, plus
 Margin on carrier costs when return logistics is outsourced to ZigZag (if applicable)

 Direct to merchant
 White labelling of platform to large carriers (e.g. DHL and Fedex)
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at a glance

~100
Merchant Clients

~12m
Online Shoppers
served in 2020

130
Countries Serviced

AL GERRIE
CEO / Founder

450+

220+

30+

Carrier Services

Warehouses

e-commerce Platform &
Shopping cart Integration

Extensive prior experience of more than 20 years
in logistics and retail:
Previous Logistics, multichannel and E-commerce roles:
Head of Multichannel

+500%
Returns Processed growth
in 2020 vs 2019

Note: (1) Figures represent Company outlook. Please refer to “Forward Looking Statements” in the Disclaimer.
Source: Company Information. Figures as at December year-end

GROSS PROFIT(1)
(2021E)

£4.5 – 5.5m

Ecommerce Consultant

Head of Multichannel
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Investment highlights
#1
#2

ZigZag Global solves a major pain point in e-Commerce, a large and structurally growing
market in the world
ZigZag Global has outgrown a high growth market, thanks to digitalization and its technology
 Fully digitalized data driven return process is quickly replacing the current paper-based “label in a box” process
 Best-in-class technology and extensive network of partners help ZigZag to gain market share

#3

An acquisition by Global Blue will further accelerate ZigZag Global’s growth by:

#4

ZigZag Global’s acquisition will enhance Global Blue’s value proposition…

#5

…as well as Global Blue’s growth profile

 Cross-selling ZigZag solution into Global Blue’s extensive, global merchant network
 Assisting ZigZag in rolling-out its pipeline of new features to further boost growth

 Acquisition extends strategic relationship with merchant and allows access to more valuable data
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is benefiting from strong market tailwinds
E-Commerce is a large and structurally growing market (~9% forecast CAGR),
with returns in fashion averaging ~40-50% in major markets and growing globally
E-COMMERCE

RETURNS
2024E
2019A

+9% CAGR
$122B
+9% CAGR
$94B

(% of online purchases returned)

Forecasted
CAGR: ~10%

Average return
~40-50%

53%

+11% CAGR

45%
40%

$79B

$74B
$61B
$44B

With online purchase growth, merchants have optimized the outbound
shipping experience. The expectation is that focus on returns is next.
UK

DE

FR

“The changing room has shifted from the store to the living room”
DE

FR

UK
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has outgrown a high growth market
By digitalizing the paper-based model process and thanks to a strong tech offering, ZigZag Global
succeeds in outgrowing the market

Share
Gains

 Digitalization allows ZigZag Global to replace
the traditional insourced paper-based “label in a
box” model by an outsourced efficient software
solution (paper-based return remains ~75% of
the market today)
 Best-in-class technology and user enhancing
experience allowing ZigZag Global to win market
share against competition.

ZigZag Global is able to grow faster than the market
Note: Market growth based on expected 2019-2024 CAGR vs 2020 ZigZag Gross Profit CAGR
Source: Company information.
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has outgrown a high growth market
ZigZag Global’s high growth is best illustrated through recent marquee wins
CLIENTS

RECENT WINS
Merchants

Distribution

Examples of Key Clients
(Pudo(1))

Platform

Note: (1) PUDO refers to pick-up and drop-off at any kind of designated area for consumers
Source: Company information.
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Further accelerate

adoption via the Global Blue network

Leverage Global Blue’s exceptional merchant relationships to further accelerate ZigZag Global’s adoption
MARKET LEADING RETAIL MERCHANT RELATIONSHIPS
LUXURY – 42% OF GROUP SIS
(2)

#1
70%

eCommerce
Adoption

(2)

(2)

in Tax Free Shopping

Cross-sell into Global Blue’s
extensive merchant network to
accelerate ZigZag Global’s
adoption

300K
20+

WATCHES & JEWELLERY – 14% OF GROUP SIS

Market share(3)
DEPARTMENT STORES – 30% OF GROUP SIS

Merchant stores
FAST FASHION & SPORTSWEAR – 5% OF GROUP SIS

Years(1) relationships
with key merchants

Note: Figures refer to 2018/19. (1) Average tenure based on the top 20 merchants; (2) APAC only, (3) Estimated third-party serviced market share, based on Tax Free Shopping SiS
Source: Company information.

ELECTRONICS & OTHER – 9% OF GROUP SIS
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Multiple upsides that Global Blue can accelerate
ZigZag Global’s has identified (i) attractive new markets, and (ii) a highly complementary product roadmap
to Global Blue’s capabilities to further drive differentiation versus peers and increase value proposition
GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION

PRODUCT EXPANSION
INSTANT REFUND
Automatic refunds calibrated
on key logic criteria

GIFT CARD
(EU 27)

Offer closed loop online store credit

DATA
Monetize data through advanced analytics

OUTBOUND
Expand into the outbound offering for select
clients

B2B/WHOLESALE RETURN
Allow merchants to move stock between
stores or warehouses

CUSTOMS DECLARATION
Monetise customs declaration process
following Brexit

GRADING
Inspect and grade goods to check state

(United States)
Note: Unmodelled upside levers would require further capital investment currently excluded from business plan
Source: Company Information.

Complimentary to Global Blue’s capabilities
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Highly complementary solutions will extend merchant’s relationship
Acquisition is highly complementary to Global Blue’s current proposition, which will extend strategic
relationship with merchant while diversifying the consumer base.

INTERNATIONAL
SHOPPERS
OFFLINE
SHOPPING

FINANCIAL
BENEFIT TO
MERCHANT
IMPROVING
USER
EXPERIENCE

DOMESTIC
SHOPPERS
ONLINE
SHOPPING
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Highly complementary target segments and similar business models
Global Blue and ZigZag Global’s value proposition to merchants and integrations with acquirers are highly similar
RETAIL LANDSCAPE
DOMESTIC CONSUMER
(MATURING / LOWER GROWTH)

PARTNERS

INTERNATIONAL CONSUMER
SIZEABLE / MODERATE GROWTH

Merchant acquirors

Digitally connected
Refund Agents

Software

IN-STORE

Merchant
ops
Mirror proposition

ECOMMERCE

Deep expertise required to
digitally integrate and manage
regulatory, tax and logistics
complexities across many
countries

Digitally connected
DOMESTIC CONSUMER
(EMERGING / HIGH GROWTH)

INTERNATIONAL CONSUMER

Logistics carriers

(NASCENT /HYPERGROWTH)
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The acquisition will improve Global Blue’s growth profile
2021 ZigZag Global Financials shown prior to impact of any GB synergies or investments

TRACK RECORD OF GROWTH

ONGOING MONETIZATION

RETURNS VOLUMES, Growth

PATH TO PROFITABILITY

GROSS PROFIT(1), £K

ADJUSTED EBITDA, £K

4,500-5 500*
>+75%

2018

2019

2020

2021(2)
(100-500)*

>+350%

(935)
+464%

+50%

1,228

+144%

295
2018

+410%

2019

2020

2021(2)

339

826

2018

2019

(2 464)

2020

(2 404)

2021(2)

(1) Gross Profit is defined as revenue minus COGS, which consists of logistics partners delivery costs (pass-through revenue). Revenue for 2018, 2019 and 2020 was respectively £1,601K, £2,889K and £5,013K.
(2) Figures represent Company outlook. Please refer to “Forward Looking Statements” in the Disclaimer.
Source: Company Information. Figures as at December year-end
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(2)
(1)

Transaction Summary

GBP/ USD Fx Rate of 1.4

(1)
(2)

(3)

Value ($M)

Value (£M)

Offer TEV

70.0

50.0

Net debt

(2.2)

(1.6)

Offer equity

67.8

% Rolled by existing management(1)

8.0%

(=) Day-1 equity proceeds

62.3

44.5

(+) Maximum earn-out (assuming guidance met) in March 2022.

14.0

10.0

(=) Maximum commitment(2)

76.3

54.5

Founder and executive committee members to roll between 20-40%
Do not include future capex commitments of Global Blue to invest in ZigZag to accompany the growth of the company.

Remaining
92% held by
Global Blue

48.4
8.0%
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Conclusion

Scalable software business model
Large and structurally growing market
Above-market growth driven by merchant wins
Accelerate ZigZag Global’s adoption via the Global Blue merchant’s network and assist
in driving expansion roadmap
High complementarity driving further stickiness and retention
Global Blue has raised $70M to fully finance ZigZag Global acquisition
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ENHANCING THE
INTERNATIONAL
SHOPPING
EXPERIENCE

